
diseases according to the Global Burden of Disease (GBD) and

the current portfolio of CS reviews.5 Diseases were grouped as

to whether or not they were in the ‘top 15’, and whether or

not previous work had identified a low representation within

the CS portfolio. The final list of grouped titles was then

reviewed by the CS clinical editors with respect to current

titles and potential number of reviews that could be sup-

ported. The rankings were combined to generate an overall

priority list. New titles were advertised for competitive appli-

cation from suitably qualified and resourced author teams; pri-

ority titles currently in progress were supported with extra

editorial resources. If an author team did not make adequate

progress, extra support was offered from CS, or titles were re-

advertised for review by a new qualified and resourced team.

For these priority titles, CS aims to produce high-quality sys-

tematic reviews within 18 months of title registration. Going

forward, CS will continue to support our existing portfolio of

reviews and protocols and consider author suggestions for

new review titles on an annual basis in relation to editorial

capacity at CS and ranking of related titles in the most recent

prioritization exercise. Potential disadvantages include limited

GBD data in some global regions that may skew title priority.

CS will have an increasing focus on supporting high-priority,

potentially high-impact systematic review titles generated by a

formal prioritization process. This is consistent with the

Cochrane Collaboration Strategy 2020, which aims to produce

timely, high-priority reviews of evidence to guide health deci-

sion-making.6 CS will repeat the 2017 prioritization process

every 2–3 years to ensure our portfolio continues to include

important and timely systematic review titles.

This methodological shift in the production of CS systematic

reviews is necessary to ensure that Cochrane authors and edito-

rial resources continue to be utilized in areas where evidence

synthesis is needed. Routine updates of existing reviews, redun-

dant reviews, and incongruent methodologies can dilute the

quality and relevance of systematic reviews. The implementa-

tion of a prioritization system allows Cochrane to commit their

resources to high-impact reviews that are produced in a timely

manner. Embracing newer methodologies such as network

meta-analysis allows Cochrane to ensure that our in-house

methodological expertise is used to its fullest extent. CS will no

longer aim to maintain an up-to-date portfolio covering all skin

diseases but will focus on the rapid delivery of a smaller num-

ber of high-priority, potentially practice-changing reviews.

Using cutting-edge review methodologies, CS will ensure that

information gaps are addressed and will facilitate the timely

support of relevant clinical guidelines.
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Respiratory virus infection triggers acute
psoriasis flares across different clinical
subtypes and genetic backgrounds

DOI: 10.1111/bjd.18203

DEAR EDITOR, Psoriasis is a chronic inflammatory skin disease

affecting 1–5% of the population worldwide.1 Its predominant

plaque psoriasis/psoriasis vulgaris (PV) subtype results from

interactions of complex genetic backgrounds with environ-

mental factors, leading to dysregulated skin immune

responses.1 Limited studies have identified streptococcal
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tonsillar infections as a trigger in guttate psoriasis and PV,

while the contribution of the most common viral pathogen,

namely respiratory viruses, remains unknown although it has

been suspected in generalized pustular psoriasis (GPP)

attacks.2–5

In this pilot study, we collected consecutives cases of psori-

asis flares following respiratory tract infection (RTI). Patients

were eligible if (i) presenting with a psoriasis flare defined by

worsening > 50% compared with status prior to RTI based on

body surface area (BSA) and/or Psoriasis Area Severity Index

(PASI) scores, (ii) within 1 month following upper RTI onset,

and (iii) presenting RTI symptoms at inclusion. Disease sever-

ity (BSA, PASI), treatments received before/after flaring, other

triggers, and timing between RTI and flare were also recorded.

Patients had nasopharyngeal swab tests for multiplex poly-

merase chain reaction (PCR) testing of 16 viral pathogens and

four bacteria (Chlamydophila pneumonia, Mycoplasma pneumonia, Legio-

nella pneumophila, Bordetella sp.) (RespiFinder 2SMART�, Pathofin-

der, Maastricht, the Netherlands), and for bacterial culture.

Genetic studies consisted of DNA sequencing of all coding

sequences of IL36RN, CARD14 and AP1S3 genes by the Sanger

method.

Between February 2011 and November 2018, we enrolled

25 patients including 13 women with PV (21) and GPP (4)

at baseline, with a median age of 38 years, consulting for 31

flares with RTI symptoms. A total of 21 patients (84%)

received at baseline a systemic treatment for psoriasis (con-

ventional agents and phototherapy, n = 7; biological agents,

n = 14; antitumour necrosis factor-a, n = 8; anti-interleukin

(IL)-12/23, n = 5; anti-IL-17, n = 1). The median delay

between the first RTI symptoms and psoriasis flare onset was

2 (1–30) days. Eight patients showed a change of psoriasis

clinical phenotype vs. baseline (guttate and pustular in,

respectively, six and two patients with PV). The median BSA

(range)/PASI (range) at flaring was 19% (10–100)/15�5
(4�9–25�5) vs. 2% (0–15)/3�6 (0–15�5) at last available

assessment prior to RTI. Patients’ self-assessment of BSA was also

used to check that the 50% worsening threshold was reached.

PV (7 of 22 cases) and GPP (4 of 4) flares led to admission,

including in the intensive care unit for one patient with DITRA

(deficiency of the IL-36 receptor antagonist). Out of 31

nasopharyngeal swab tests, 25 (81%) were positive (Table 1).

Overall, 21 of 25 patients had at least one positive multiplex

PCR viral test, with Rhinovirus and Coronavirus as the most fre-

quently detected pathogens, while only two of 25 bacterial

swabs were positive (one each for Staphylococcus aureus and Strepto-

coccus dysgalactiae). There was no other trigger recorded in 24

cases, while patient 6 reported delayed ustekinumab injection

and psychological stress, respectively, for two flares, both asso-

ciated with positive viral tests. Six patients (3 GPP and 3 PV)

presented two flares during the study. All patients reported his-

tory of previous acute psoriasis flares following RTI, including

two patients with GPP/DITRA sharing the homozygous

c.80T>C; p.Leu27Pro severe mutation.6 No genetic abnormality

was detected in IL36RN, CARD14 and AP1S3 in other patients.

Finally, acute flares led to changes in antipsoriatic regimen in all

cases, including new onset or switch of conventional or biologi-

cal treatment in five.

We document for the first time acute psoriasis flares follow-

ing established respiratory virus infection, without evidence

for group A Streptococcus. Although the design of our study does

not allow us to ascertain the causality of RTI in acute PV or

GPP flares, potentially life-threatening for the latter, several

arguments support its imputability: (i) the short delay

between viral infection symptoms onset and psoriasis flare

(mean 2 days), (ii) the repetition of viral RTI in five cases,

Table 1 Viral and/or bacterial pathogens identified in study patients at the time of psoriasis flare

Molecular testing results on ENT swab Number of patients Bacteriological culture results on throat swab

Positive molecular testing on ENT swab with negative bacteriological culture on throat swab

Rhinovirus, enterovirus 9
Parainfluenza 1 or 3 2

Influenza B 1
Meta pneumovirus 2

Coronavirus Hku1 2
Coronavirus 0c43 1

Positive molecular testing on ENT swab with unknown bacteriological culture on throat swab
Parainfluenza 3 1

Influenza B 1
Influenza B + coronavirus Nl63 1

Rhinovirus + enterovirus 2
Rhinovirus + enterovirus + coronavirus Hku1 1

Negative molecular testing on ENT swab with negative bacteriological culture on throat swab
Negative 6

Positive molecular testing on ENT swab with positive bacteriological culture on throat swab
Coronavirus 229 1 Staphylococcus aureus

Rhinovirus + enterovirus 1 Rare Streptococcus dysgalactiae

ENT, Ear, nose, throat
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and (iii) psoriasis phenotypic changes following infection

with presence of guttate and pustular lesions in patients with

PV. Guttate psoriasis has been previously related to streptococ-

cal pharyngeal infection in epidemiological and immunologi-

cal studies.7 A case–control study suggested that recent

pharyngeal infection was associated with a seven fold

increased risk of guttate psoriasis, although without identify-

ing the infectious agent.3 We previously showed that produc-

tion of pathogenic cytokines/chemokines IL-36-c and CXCL8

was enhanced in primary keratinocytes from patients with

DITRA after stimulation with polyinosinic–polycytidylic acid,

a Toll-like receptor 3 (TLR3) agonist mimicking RNA of respi-

ratory viruses, suggestive of dysregulated innate immune

responses in these patients.5,8 As several inflammatory cytoki-

nes downstream from TLR3, including IL-36, have been

shown to be pathogenic in GPP and PV, the present results

pave the way for larger epidemiological studies assessing the

actual impact of viral triggers on psoriasis course.
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Psoriasis and liver fibrosis: an investigation
using transient elastography in Tunisian
patients with psoriasis

DOI: 10.1111/bjd.18177

DEAR EDITOR, We investigated the prevalence of liver fibrosis in

patients with psoriasis and evaluated the factors associated

with liver fibrosis in this population. We enrolled 112 patients

with psoriasis aged 18 years or older. We excluded pregnant

women, patients with known liver diseases, heavy alcohol

drinkers and regular users of hepatotoxic medications other

than methotrexate. Psoriasis was defined as severe in the fol-

lowing conditions: Psoriasis Area and Severity Index (PASI) ≥
10, or generalized pustular, erythrodermic or arthropathic

psoriasis, or requirement of a systemic medication. Anthropo-

metric measurements were performed. Central obesity was

defined as a waist circumference ≥ 94 cm in men and ≥ 80

cm in women. Fasting blood tests including glucose, lipid and

liver tests were collected. The diagnosis of fatty liver was per-

formed with hepatic ultrasonography. Liver elasticity (E) was

assessed by Transient Elastography (TE), using Fibroscan�. TE

was performed for 99 patients. Reliability of results was

defined by at least 10 valid measurements, success rate

≥ 60%, and interquartile range to median ratio ≤ 30%. Unsuc-

cessful measurements led to the exclusion of 11 patients.

Finally, 88 patients had valid measurements. Significant liver
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